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1w

Big article...
Didn't Hitler say something like..
The bigger the lie the easier people will believe it?
JURRISDICTION - the simple question one must ask about. "What is your evidence of jurrisdiction?"
Seriously we need to debate this point because EVERYTHING in this article predicates upon this one point.
· 12 Likes

· 14 Replies

THOMAS CRISTAO
Kitchen Consultant at MIA - SOBE Consulting

1w

and we know how much trump and Hitler are the same one lie after another,,A Con man and teaching
the kids the same
· 1 Like

Randy Tucker
Go2NextLevel.net Guaranteed Improvement or Pay Us Nothing

1w

THOMAS CRISTAO hey Thomas why don’t you give us maybe 5 speciﬁc times Trump has lied about
something?
· 3 Likes

Scott Macdonald
CNC Machinist at Whittaker Engineering Ltd. (WEL)

1w

Randy Tucker https://www.politifact.com/personalities/donaldtrump/statements/byruling/false/
these are just some of the proven false public statements hes made.

All False statements involving Donald Trump | PolitiFact
politifact.com
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Just 5?? He lies more than he tells the truth.
· 1 Like

Mike Deloit

1w

Artiﬁcial Intelligence Pioneer, Computer Science at Villanova University

Yeah hitler hitler hitler. Very rigorous comparison. Couldn't even spell jurisdiction correctly. SAD!
· 3 Likes

Randy Tucker

1w

Go2NextLevel.net Guaranteed Improvement or Pay Us Nothing

Scott Macdonald the problem with your source is they’re liars with a political agenda who will say or
do anything to further that agenda
· 1 Like

Randy Tucker

1w

Go2NextLevel.net Guaranteed Improvement or Pay Us Nothing

Robert MacKenzie what an incredibly stupid statement
· 2 Likes

Robert MacKenzie

1w

.

I'm sorry, but the deﬁnition of stupid is refusing to see the truth and facts in front of you. Maybe you
should slow down on your steady diet of Fox News BS and maybe listen to one of the two reporters
on Fox who still tells the truth. Shep Smith and Chris Wallace, well Brett Baier is mostly above board
as well, so three. His lies are so easily fact-checked it's astounding.

· 8 Likes

Erin Devine • 2nd

1w

Oﬃce/Industrial Sales. Worldwide Moving/Storage Agent at Willamette Express Moving & Storage

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/04/29/president-trump-has-made-more-thanfalse-or-misleading-claims/
· 3 Likes

Kim Bershin Heald

1w

VP, Voluntary Beneﬁts, National Practice

Make the lie big, keep it simple, and say it over and over again and they will believe you.
I think he has lied more than any other person in his role. Added sarcasm here but not likely far from
the truth.
…see more

Trump has made over 10,000 false or misleading claims, according to re…
usatoday.com

· 1 Like

Momo E.
Experienced HR Professional with knowledge in Talent Management, Organizational Culture, HRIS/HRMS/…

Randy Tucker That He's A Great President

1w

....IS THE BIGGEST LIE EVER!!!! (edited)

· 4 Likes

Jessica Correa
Medical Interpreter at CyraCom Language Solutions
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Jessica Correa JESSICA CORREA
· 3 Likes

Terri Patanus

1w

Sr. Replenishment Manager

Robert MacKenzie exactly!
· 1 Like

Joseph Baker
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I'm talking about the lies coming from the author of the article. I'm paraphrasing, he said these laws
apply... if you break them you can be put in jail... So if he doesn't show how the laws apply to my
satisfaction by August 1st, then I'm calling him out as a liar and a terrorist - and I'm forgiving him 1
million dollars(bitUSD) penalty for dishonoring my presentment - and then I'm putting him in honor
visa vie my personal forgiveness and issuing my crypto Remedy.Stark. So that I don't have to…see
bearmore
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NOTICE OF PENDING FORGIVENESS:
Lets Debate
So where is your evidence that your laws apply to any of these people?
I suppose you think that just because some poor guy is inside the geographic boarders of a place dominated
by a "governemnt" that you assume that the laws apply. Well they only apply if you can answer this one
question.
How is it that laws apply just because one is inside the boarders of your imaginary political domain?
And now I'm going to charge you 1 million bitUSD worth of damage if you ignore this NOTICE. You have
untill august 1st to explain your jurisdiction to my satisfaction here in this open forum. If you don't I'm
issuing "Remedy.Stark" as a forgiveness coin for your part in terrorizing the populace. For my part, I'll hold
you in honor if the forgiveness is issued. There is no proof of jurisdiction that I am aware of. The value
comprobable to 1 million bitUSD is being issued from my inﬁnite personal worth.
On another note.
Why is it that someone with a jurisdoctrate in law would tell me that securities that are the result of an
arbitration settlement are not regulated? And why the head of the workers' compensation fund of a
signiﬁcant state would concur ?
· 8 Likes

· 7 Replies

Load previous replies

Snoza Mole
Sole Trader at Mole Fine Art

1w

Maybe people are stealing from the shag in the shite because they are not registered.

Snoza Mole
Sole Trader at Mole Fine Art

1w

An unregistered interest that overrides a registered disposition? Must be registered by law.
Miscellaneous Provisions Act 1948

Joseph Baker
Inﬂuencer • The Remedy Report •RemedyCoin • Forgiveness Capital • EvidenceBuilder

now

And what evidence do you have that the Miscellaneous Provisions Act of 1948 applies to anyone?

Joseph Baker
Inﬂuencer • The Remedy Report •RemedyCoin • Forgiveness Capital • EvidenceBuilder

now

SECOND NOTICE: John Reed Stark Consulting LLC
NOTICE OF PENDING FORGIVENESS:I noticed you took down the article I asked for proof of your
claims about. That's a good start.
So where is your evidence that your laws apply to any of these people?
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Zero regulation applies to a crypto security that is the result of an arbitration type settlement. ZERO..
So... why not move your money into "Remedy" Coin and the sub coins that we are creating at
RemedyCoin.com.
…see more
· 3 Likes

Luke Sigle
Branded solutions, consistently delivered.

1w

"Shot up more than 2%". I'm not sure if the person who wrote this article follows cryptocurrencies but 2% is
a hum drum level of movement compared to typical volatility.
· 8 Likes

· 1 Reply
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Fabio Ciucci • 1st
Founder, CEO at Anfy srl

1w

Fantastic summary of all US regulation crypto
· 3 Likes

James Ellwood • 2nd
Corporate Services Oﬃcer at Department of National Defence

1w

Interesting summary of the US regulations.
Crypto currencies are valued at a rate based on conﬁdence.
Without a backing such as gold, most countries currencies are valued the same way. The fundamentals are
more
calculations of comparisons of GDP and other factors, which give individuals the conﬁdence in their…see
value.
· 8 Likes

· 4 Replies
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James Ellwood • 2nd
Corporate Services Oﬃcer at Department of National Defence
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Chris Scott. Yup. Supply and demand, with perceived value on both sides.
· 8 Likes

Scott H
Carwash at Hogwash

1w

Glad you don't work with my wife.....don't do it.im coming
· 7 Likes

Jon McGrane
Senior Communications Executive at APRS Media

1w

Very interesting Mr Trump the man who just prints US Dollars as if they were not Money!
· 9 Likes

· 3 Replies
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Taiwo OLUWASEGUN
Radio Broadcaster at Okin FM

1w

Smiles
· 1 Like

Janet Dolwen
Worker
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Yes it is true but why they just print the money any how
· 1 Like

DJ Anarchist
Music Producer at Anarchist Productions
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He speaketh the truth...
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Belkys Danis

❤❤❤

· 1 Like

DJ Anarchist

17h

Music Producer at Anarchist Productions

If you're storing all your shags in your shite pile then you need to improve your shagging..

Brad Herberte

1w

Service Manager at Australian Commercial Refrigeration

Crypto’s were developed by the US military which spawned from a plan to trick the masses to move to a
cashless society. They released bitcoin under the guise of a way for the masses to transact safely away from
the corrupt banking system (since they could see that people were waking up to the banking system fraud).
This is why the creator of bitcoin is this mystery man nobody actually knows or has met... The true agenda is
…seeto
more
for one crypto to become the king of crypto’s while the rest will fall by the wayside and this is intended
· 15 Likes

· 6 Replies
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Snoza Mole

1w

Sole Trader at Mole Fine Art

I think Crypto is good for people that travel a lot because of the exchange rate losses and
administration charge, surely Crypto will never end cash but it is nice to have a choice.

E.Scott Morris • 2nd

1w

Senior Creative Director of Footwear Design at Designer_esm

Brad just gave the REAL REASONS. Believe this.

Snoza Mole

1w

Sole Trader at Mole Fine Art

Does the President want another term in Politics, his own business has suﬀered during his presidency
because of his focus on Politics, he has been slandered so terribly and for no real reason, his family has been
criticized unnecessarily, he is not allowed to state an opinion or speak without cronies jumping on every
word he said, Politics has become a headache, so much twisting of the meaning. Maybe the President needs
…see more
some time away to recover? I hope not because he has done so much good, only a strong Presence could
· 6 Likes

· 4 Replies
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Christine Byrd-Weigert

1w
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Interesting, he is getting so much more.

Larry Thomas

1w

Desktop Support Technician

Snoza MoleThreats of world war? I mean bombings in London and Russia ﬂying over S. Korea doesn't
quite constitute the United States President any reason to even raise an eyebrow.
· 1 Like
Load more comments
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